
BUILDING TRUSTED 
DIGITAL FUTURE TOGETHER



Two great apps in one platform.

e-Signatures and 
Approvals

Secure Storage and 
Sharing

Way more than just an e-signature solution.
Circularo reimagines and streamlines how individuals and organisations 
prepare, manage and execute contracts and approval documents.



Move agreements from start to finish in hours not days.

FASTER VERIFIABLE EASIER ACTIONABLESECURE 

PREPARE SIGN TRACK MANAGE

Just click a link, fill-in 
and sign. No more 
printing, scanning and 
emailing around.

Create new or  reuse 
existing docs to 
make them signable 
online.

Have a full control of 
what’s going on; 
viewed, signed, pending 
etc.

Archive, organise and 
find your agreements 
with DMS like 
capabilities.



Document signing process. The traditional way.

CREATE

Create it Print it

Preparing agreements
manually

SIGN AND APPROVE

Mail it

Scan it

Email it

MANAGE

Execute

Review & collaborate

Passing them around to sign 
and approve

Wet ink 
signatures

Organise

Not easy to find and
organise

Hard to reuse, analyse and 
integrate

SLOW TO 
EXECUTE

HARD TO 
VERIFY

LACK OF 
CONTROL



Document signing process. Circularo way.

No more printing, signing, scanning, 
emailing or passing documents around.

Secure, seamless end-to-end digital 
experience.

Painless, fast and mobile-friendly. 

FASTER TO 
EXECUTE

EASY TO
VERIFY

A+ CONTROL & 
COMPLIANCE



Circularo is a better way to sign and agree on your documents

FASTER VERIFIABLE EASIER ACTIONABLESECURE 

FASTER than paper based signatures or sending email attachments for sign offs.

EASIER than printing, scanning and sending contracts via email or mail.

SECURE as no one can change anything, all is tracked and recipient identity can be verified.

VERIFIABLE all signed agreements can be verified to confirm their authenticity and validity.

ACTIONABLE everybody gets exactly what is needed to execute the required document action





Agreement 
Management 

Create, use and organise 
agreement and approval 

documents like never before.

Signatures & Approvals
Say goodbye to printing, signing and 

scanning and hello to digital signatures 
and approvals.

Way more then 
eSignatures.

Prepare, sign, track and 
organise your agreements 
online in hours not days.



Top-notch security and 
compliance
Compliant with world-class standards of security, 
privacy, data-protection and electronic signature 
industry regulations.

PLATFORM YOU CAN TRUST


